
STATE OF FLORIDA
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

OFFICE OF THE JUDGES OF COMPENSATION CLAIMS
JACKSONVILLE DISTRICT OFFICE

Vs.
Merck &Company, Inc., &

Nancy Blake,
Employee/Claimant,

)
)
)
)
)
)

Speciality Risk Services, )
Employer/Carrier/Servicing Agent.)

OJCC Case No.: 07-013846SLR

Accident Date: 02/20/2004

Judge: Stephen L. Rosen

FINAL ORDER

This Cause came on for hearing before the undersigned Judge of Compensation

Claims on October 05, 2009. The claimant, Nancy Blake, was present and was

represented by Michael Rudolph, Esq. The employer, Merck & Co., and the carrier,

Specialty Risk Services, were represented by Sean O'Connor, Esq.

FOI'pllrposes ofthis order, the employee will be referred to as "employee" or
"claimant". The employer/carrier will be referred to as "employer" or "carrier" or
"employer/carrier ".

This Final Order resolves the petition for benefits filed May 6, 2009.

All evidence was received and the record was closed on May 6, 2009.

**Based upon reversal and remand of the Order of October 6, 2009 by the First
District Court of Appeal, this order is entered.

Claim was made for the following:

1. Permanent and total disability compensation from April 29, 2008 plus

supplemental benefits thereon.

2. Reimbursement of costs of litigation as well as reasonable attomey's fees at

the expense of the employer/carrier.
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The claim was defended on the following grounds:

1. The claimant is not permanently and totally disabled per F. S. 440.15.

2. There is work available within tlle claimant's restrictions and, tllerefore the

claimant is not entitled to permanent total disability compensation.

3. The claimant has voluntarily limited her income.

4. Apportionment.

5. No reimbursement of costs or reasonable attorney's fees are due at the expense

ofthe employer/carrier.

The parties entered in the following stipulations:

I. The Judge of Compensation Claims has jurisdiction of the parties and the

subject matter of this claim.

2. Venue lies in Jacksonville, Duval County, Florida.

3. The claimant was injured on February 20, 2004 in Duval County, Florida when

she was involved in a vehicular accident while in the course and scope of her

employment with the employer herein.

4. On the date of accident there existed an employer/employee relationship and

there was workers' compensation insurance coverage with the carrier herein.

5. The accident was accepted as compensable as to the claimant's low back.

6. There was timely notice of the accident as well as timely notice of this hearing.

7. The average weekly wage was sufficient to entitle the claimant to the

maximum compensation rate of $626 per week.

8. This case is not governed by a managed care arrangement.
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9. The claimant has reached maximum medical improvement before April 29,

2008 and has suffered a permanent impairment according to Dr. Kramarich.

10. The payout sheet of the employer/carrier shall go into evidence if presented.

II. The petition for benefits and the response thereto were both timely filed.

The following docnments were offered into evidence:

Judge's Exhibits

1. A composite of the petition for benefits filed May 6, 2008 and the response

thereto filed May 20, 2008.

2. The Uniform Statewide Pretrial Stipulation form completed and signed by the

attorneys and dated no later than May 21, 2008.

3. The Claimant's Pretrial Memorandum.

4. The Employer/CaiTier/Servicing Agent's Trial Summary.

5. Final Compensation Order Denying Permanent Total Disability dated April 08,

2008.

Claimant's Exhibits:

1. Deposition of Stephen Scott Kramarich, MD. dated September 17, 2009.

2. Deposition of Stephen Scott Kramarich, M.D. taken January 30, 2008.

Employer/Carrier Exhibits:

1. Deposition ofNancy Blake taken October 14, 2008.

2. Deposition ofNancy Blake taken July 20, 2007.

3. Deposition of Mark Hofman, M.D. taken July 01, 2009.

In making my findings of fact and the conclusions of law in this claim, I have
carefully cousidered and weighed all the evidence presented. I have observed the
candor and demeanor of the witnesses and have attempted to resolve all conflicts in
the testimony and evidence presented. Although I may not reference eve,}' piece of
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evidence presented by the parties, I have fully considered all the factual evidence in
arriving at my conclusions oflaw.

THEREFORE, undersigned Judge of Compensation Claims finds that:

1. I have jurisdiction of the subject matter and the parties of this claim.

2. The stipulations of the parties are adopted and shall become part ofthe findings

of fact herein.

3. The documentary exhibits offered by the parties are admitted into evidence and

shall become a part of the record herein.

4. The claimant, Nancy Blake, was injured while in the course and scope of her

employment with the employer herein when she was involved in a vehicular

accident on February 20, 2004.

5. She made claim for permanent and total disability compensation which was the

subject of a hearing that resulted in a Final Compensation Order denying

Permanent Total Disability entered on April 20, 2008. Thereafter, the claimant

filed a new petition for the same benefit that is the subject of this hearing. The

defense of res judicata has not been raised to the issue of permanent total

disability.

6. The testimony before me is not significantly different than that presented at the

lSI hearing on permanent total disability. Dr. Kramarich, the authorized treating

physician has basically reaffirmed his opinions that the claimant may be able to

perform sedentary or less work based on her restrictions. While not all her

restrictions are due to the industrial accident, the restrictions from the accident are

significant. If employed, Dr. Kramarich is of the opinion that the claimant will

miss significant time fTom work and, when she is present, will be required to take

unauthorized breaks. This will be in addition to restrictions on lifting, bending,

sitting, standing, etc.
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7. Dr. Hofman, the employer/carrier's independent medical examiner, is not in

measurably discernible disagreement with the opinions of Dr. Kramarich

regarding her physical limitations.

8. However, neither doctor has given the opinion that the claimant is medically

unable to engage in gainful employment.

9. The claimant testified that she has not worked nor made any reemployment

searches since she last worked for the employer in this claim. She is limited in

her sitting, walking, standing and her medications cause her nausea and

sleepiness. She has also suffered weight gain. She stated that she is "glazed and

confused" from her medications. She has good days and bad days but is never

symptom-free. It is painful for her to get in and out of the car, and she has had to

revamp her home appliances in order to avoid bending.

10. The claimant hired Gil Spruance as her vocational expert. Mr. Spruance is a

highly qualified vocational expert. He testified similarly to that which he testified

to at the earlier hearing: that the claimant is not competitive in the labor market

for employment due to her physical restrictions from the industrial accident. Mr.

Spruance did not do a labor market search nor did he provide the claimant with

any job leads. At best, reemployment would be at a level that is less than

sedentary. She would not be an attractive employee to an employer because of

her significant medical restrictions which would cause her to miss considerable

time from work and to take unscheduled breal(s during the workday when she did

appear.

11. The employer/carrier hired Lisa Anderson as their vocational expert. Ms.

Anderson is also a highly qualified vocational expert with basically the same

credentials as Mr. Spruance. She is hired mainly by employer/carrier's in workers

compensation claims. She also testified similarly to that which she testified to at

the earlier hearing: that there are jobs available within 50 miles of the claimant's

home that she could compete for based on her experience, educational level, and

transferable skills. At the time of the lSl hearing, she had provided the claimant
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with available jobs but, with the job market survey Ms. Anderson did in

September of2009, the claimant did not receive the information on available jobs

until just prior to this hearing.

12. The claimant did not ask Ms. Anderson for any job leads.

13. Upon cross-examination, Ms. Anderson agreed that the claimant's severe

medical restrictions, the un-dependability of her showing up regularly for work,

and the need to take unscheduled breaks made her an unattractive employee and

may well have kept her from finding a job in the labor market.

14. It is the claimant's burden to prove entitlement to workers compensation

benefits. See Fitzgerald v. Osceola County Scll. Bd., 974 So. 2d 1161, 1163 (Fla.

1st DCA 2008) (holding Claimant has burden to prove entitlement to workers'

compensation benefits).

15. The claimant has attained significant education and work experience and does

retain some transferable skills. However, is no question that the claimant is

vocationally impaired due to her physical injuries and limitations [rom the

industrial accident alone. In my order of October 6, 2009 denying permanent and

total disability, I relied strictly on the lack of effort on the part of the claimant to

look for work or attempt to re-employ herself in the labor market. In Blalce v.

Merck & Co.. Inc.. case number lD09-5464 (Fla. 1stDCA, September 7, 2010),

the District Court of Appeal reversed that finding and remanded to me to

"determine whether the claimant is entitled to PTD benefits based on evidence of

permanent work-related physical restrictions tllat, while not alone totally

disabling, preclude claimant from engaging in at least sedentary employment

when combined with vocational factors."

16. Based on this directive, and having reviewed my previous final order and the

record upon which was based, I find that the physical restrictions from treating

and examining physicians are not alone totally disabling to the claimant.

However, when combined Witll vocational factors agreed to by both vocational

experts, i.e. that the claimant would be an unattractive employee because of her
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need to take unscheduled breaks regularly and her undependability to regularly

attend her job, her education, work experience and transferable skills are

overridden I find that the claimant is precluded from engaging in at least

sedentary employment within a 50 mile radius of her home.

17. Therefore, based on the competent substantial evidence before me, I find that

the claimant is entitled to permanent and total disability compensation from April

29,2008 for so long as the claimant remains permanently and totally disabled,

plus supplemental benefits thereon.

18. The attorney for the claimant, Michael Rudolph, Esq., has performed a

valuable service for his client and is entitled to reasonable attorney's fees at the

expense of the employer/carrier as well as reimbursement of costs oflitigation.

Jurisdiction is retained to determine the quantum of either, or both, if the parties

are unable to agree

Wherefore, it is Ordered that:

1. The employer/carrier shall pay to the claimant, Nancy Blalee, permanent total

disability compensation from April 29, 2008 for so long as the claimant remains

permanently and totally disabled, plus supplemental benefits thereon.

2. The employer/carrier shall pay to the attorney for the claimant, Michael

Rudolph, Esq., reasonable attorney's fees as well as reimbursement of costs of litigation.

Jurisdiction is retained to determine the quantum of either, or both, if tlle parties are

unable to agree.

DONE AND ORDERED in chambers in Jacksonville, Duval County,

Florida.

Stephen L. Rosen
Judge of Compensation Claims
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing Order was entered this 30th
, day ofNovember, 2010,

and that a true copy thereof was sent on said date by email to the parties listed below.

Secret to Judge Stephen L. Rosen

Michael D. Rudolph, Esquire
1837 Hendricks Avenue
Jacksonville, Florida 32207
Rudolph@hanisguidi.com

Sean S. O'Connor, Esquire
7515 W. University Avenue, Ste. 201
Gainesville, Florida 32607
rschol!Wmcconnaughhay.com
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